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Introduction
Task-oriented dialogue systems aim to facilitate people with such
services such as taxi booking or hotel reservation through multi-turn
natural language conversations. The dialogue state tracker keeps close
track of the dialogue states to manage information about the tasks.
The dialogue states are usually organized in triples such as domainslot-value.

Method
The dialogue state tracking is divided into two successive procedures: domain-slot tracking and shrunk value
prediction.
1. The domain-slot tracking model contains a multi-level attention module and a progressive domainslot tracker.
2. The shrunk value prediction model takes the predicted domain-slots and the dialogue context as
inputs, and outputs the corresponding values for each domain-slot with a pointer generator network.
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Result
• Joint Goal Accuracy

• Multi-Level Attention

The multi-level attention
module use three levels
of attention (domain,
slot, global) to model the
current-turn domain-slot
predictions in a finergrained manner.

• Ablation study with Joint Domain-Slot Accuracy &
Joint Goal Accuracy

• Progressive Domain-Slot Tracking

Our work is inspired by two critical observations in multi-domain
dialogue state tracking data:
• Accumulating state triples. The number of triples in dialogue states
increases with the growth of dialogue turns.
• Adjacent state dependencies. Although the states are accumulating,
the difference between two adjacent turns is constantly small.

The progressive domain-slot tracker takes domain-slot predictions of previous turn and current
turn as input, and outputs the averaged results after smoothing the previous turn predictions.
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• The predictions in the previous turn effectively improve
the performance, but the smoothing operation is
critical.
• The information in the domain and slot levels improves
the performance significantly.

• Time complexity of different value sequence generationbased models, n is the number of domain-slots.
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• Accumulating state triples: |𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑑
| < |𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑑 | for most utterances.
• Adjacent state dependencies: Changed states |∇(𝑡) | is small.

Discussion
The contributions of our work:
• We propose to divide DST into two successive stages, i.e., progressive
domain-slot tracking and shrunk value prediction, based on our two
observations.
• We adopt three levels of embeddings and attentions to model the
domain-slot structure and capture the information on different levels.
• The progressive tracker predicts domain-slot pairs in parallel and
reduce the number of domain-slot candidates significantly for value
prediction, making our model more scalable and efficient.

• The two observations can direct further research on developing
more accurate domain-slot tracker, e.g., utilizing large-scaled
pretrained language model.
• The three-level attentions enables finer-grained modeling of
domain-slot predictions and can be extended to more complicate
dialogue state ontology setting.
• The progressive domain-slot tracking mechanism can be improved
to focus more on the state changes between neighboring turns.

